You’ll jump for joy
with Rain Reviva !
COMPLETE UNDERHOUSE RAINWATER STORAGE SYSTEM
Rain Reviva is an innovative
underhouse water storage system,
enabling you to collect rapidly and
store enough rainwater to water
your garden, flush your toilets
and even operate your washing
machine. It comes fully installation
ready and gives you mains level
pressure all the way to the end
of your garden.
A Rain Reviva incorporates a large
bladder style rainwater tank, high
quality pump, pressure control
unit, and all necessary plumbing
connections for immediate installation.

Collects and stores 2,000 to 25,000 litres
of water
Incorporates 30 premium quality
components including a pump and
pressure control
Easily connected to existing garden
watering systems
Ideal for use in the home for eco-friendly
applications such as flushing toilets
100% Australian owned, designed and made
Attracts Government rebates
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Water freely,
anytime, anywhere

The Rain Reviva system provides the most effective
means of stormwater collection, as it captures rainfall
from most of the roofed area of a house, rather than just
one or two collection points like a traditional rain
tank. This means for the same amount
of rainfall the average house can collect up
to 5 times the amount of water vs a
traditional tank.
Rain Reviva gives you the
freedom to store large amounts
of water out of sight under your
house or deck, regardless of
property size, leaving you free
to enjoy your whole garden.
For ease of installation it can be rolled
or folded to fit through a small access point.
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Standard capacities for an
individual tank range from
2,000 litres to 5,700 litres

Built to fit between standard
stump/pier widths
Custom made sizes are
also available

FEATURES:

Pump

Highly flexible
Overflow to
Stormwater

Built in leaf diverter
Rain Reviva
Underhouse water storage system

Overflow to storm water
20 year material warranty

DISTRIBUTED BY:

AUSTRALIAN MADE
Rain Reviva is proudly 100% Australian invented, made and owned.

Phone Toll-Free: 1300-552695
www.newwater.com.au

